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What do a baker, a butcher and a candlestick maker all have in common?  They may be able to reduce their 
business tax liability with Scientific Research & Experimental Development credits. 

In recent years, Canadians have been awarded over $3 billion per year in tax assistance in support of industrial 
research and development activities under the Scientific Research & Experimental Development (SR&ED) tax 
incentive program. In the fiscal year ended April 2015, over 24,000 claims were filed, awarding tax assistance 
averaging more than $127,000 per claim. 

The SR&ED program is a federal tax incentive program established to encourage Canadian businesses to conduct 
research and development (R&D) activities in Canada. The program typically covers work undertaken by the 
taxpayer regarding engineering, design, operations research, mathematical analysis, computer programming, data 
collection, testing or psychological research, where the work is directly related to eligible R&D activities.

A common misconception is that access to the SR&ED tax incentive program is only for companies employing 
teams of people in white lab coats working in cutting edge research laboratories. While large companies with high 
tech R&D departments may indeed qualify for SR&ED tax incentives, there are many other smaller businesses that 
may be able to access investment tax credits to reduce income taxes payable or, in some cases, obtain a tax refund.

In this edition of the Canadian Tax Planner we will discuss the benefits of the SR&ED program, who may be eligible 
to apply, details on the types of work that qualify under the program as well as how to calculate the investment 
tax credit. Finally, we will review how to file an SR&ED claim, along with some best practices to help expedite the 
process. 

Specifically, we will discuss:
• PART 1: The Benefits of the SR&ED Program
• PART 2: Who Can Apply Under the SR&ED Program?
• PART 3: What Types of Work Qualify Under the Program?
• PART 4: Calculating the SR&ED Investment Tax Credit
• PART 5: Filing an SR&ED Claim
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There are two key benefits associated with the 
SR&ED program. First, the taxpayer is able to 
deduct current SR&ED expenditures in the year or 
defer the deduction to future years when calculating 
income for tax purposes (accrued amounts must 
be paid within 180 days of the end of the tax year). 
Second, the program provides taxpayers that qualify 
with an investment tax credit (ITC) that can be used 
to reduce income taxes payable, or in some cases, 
allow the taxpayer to obtain a tax refund. 

The ITC claimed may be between 15% and 35% 
of eligible SR&ED expenditures and may be 
refundable or non-refundable, depending upon 
certain factors which we shall discuss in PART 
2. Prior to 2014, capital equipment purchased 
exclusively for use in qualified R&D activities in 
Canada was eligible for a full write-off in the year of 
acquisition. However, after 2013, capital equipment 
expenditures no longer qualify for this treatment. 
Likewise, after 2013, an investment tax credit can 
no longer be claimed on capital expenditures under 
the SR&ED program. 

ITCs are generally included in income in the year 
following the year for which the credit is claimed. 
Taxpayers are able to carry back unused credits for 
up to 3 years, or forward for up to 20 years (10 
years for ITCs earned before 2006). 

The key point is that the amount of tax that can be 
saved through the SR&ED program can be quite 
substantial. In a best-case scenario, a taxpayer can 
receive a full tax refund for 35% of their qualifying 
R&D expenditures. In a typical situation, businesses 
that are developing new products or processes, 
or improving existing ones may indeed qualify 
(although there are some important requirements 
to be met, which we will review in PART 3). 

There are also various provincial/ territorial R&D 
tax credits available to further supplement the tax 
incentives being offered under the federal SR&ED 
program. A summary of these programs as of June 30, 
2017 can be found at the following web page (www.
canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/scientific-
research-experimental-development-tax-incentive-
program/summary-provincial-territorial-research-
development-tax-credits-december-31-2016.html).

Various industry commentators have noted that 
Canadian companies may be sitting on millions of 
dollars of unclaimed SR&ED tax incentives. Due to 
a lack of knowledge of the program and common 
misconceptions about the nature of work that 
qualifies, Canadian businesses may not be taking 
advantage of tax incentives that could be available to 
them. For many Canadians, it may be well worth it to 
take a better look at how the program works in order 
to assess whether there is a basis for making a claim.

PART 1: The Benefits of the SR&ED Program

PART 2: Who Can Apply Under the SR&ED Program?

Individuals, corporations, trusts and members 
of partnership may all be eligible to receive tax 
incentives under the SR&ED program. However, 
the rate at which they can access tax credits on 
qualified expenditures and the extent to which they 
are refundable varies depending on the nature of 
the entity applying under the program.

Canadian Controlled Private Corporations 

A Canadian Controlled Private Corporation 
(CCPC) is generally a privately held Canadian 
resident company that is not controlled either 
directly or indirectly by foreign residents or by one 
or more public corporations. 
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Tip! Since CCPCs are able to access SR&ED 
tax incentives at an enhanced rate (35% 
as compared to 15%, for qualified SR&ED 
expenditures up to $3 million), sole proprietors 
and unincorporated members of partnerships 
that have significant eligible research and 
development expenses may wish to consider 
the potential benefits of incorporating or 
reorganizing as a corporation. Conversely, 
CCPCs that are contemplating an IPO, should 
consider the impact of the reduction not only in 
refundable SR&ED ITCs but the total amount 
earned, among the many other potential 
implications of taking a company public.

Typically, a CCPC can earn a refundable ITC at the 
rate of 35% on qualified SR&ED expenditures, up 
to a maximum of $3 million in a given tax year. So 
as an example, if SREDCO Inc. is a CCPC and it 
has $2 million of qualified SR&ED expenditures in 
a given tax year, it can ultimately claim a federal tax 
refund of $700,000 through the program (where 
the amount of the ITC is first applied as a deduction 
against federal taxes payable, with the remainder 
being accessible as a refund). 

CCPCs can also claim a non-refundable ITC at 
a rate of 15% on qualified SR&ED expenditures 
above the $3 million threshold. As such, if 
SREDCO Inc. were to double their qualifying R&D 
expenditures in a subsequent tax year to $4 million, 
they would be able to claim a tax refund of up to 
$1,050,000  (35% of $3 million) and would have 
a further $150,000 (15% of $1 million) that could 
only be applied against taxes owing (recall that this 
may be carried back 3 years or carried forward up 
to 20 years).

CCPCs that meet the definition of a “qualifying 
corporation” can earn a refundable ITC on 15% of 
qualified SR&ED expenditures over the $3 million 
threshold, with 40% of the ITC being refundable. 
A qualifying corporation is one that had taxable 
income in the previous tax year that is not more 
than $500,000 (the threshold being ground down 
by having taxable capital employed of $10 million 
or more). 

Other Corporations and Entities

Other types of corporations, that do not meet the 
definition of a CCPC can claim a non-refundable ITC at 
the basic rate of 15% on qualified SR&ED expenditures.  

Individuals (i.e. sole proprietors) and trusts can also 
gain access to SR&ED tax incentives at the basic 
rate of 15% on qualified SR&ED expenditures, with 
up to 40% being refundable once the ITC has been 
applied to taxes owing. Partners of a partnership 
can also access SR&ED tax incentives. Since a 
partnership is not a taxpayer, it cannot earn an ITC. In 
general, the ITC is calculated at the partnership level 
(15% of eligible SR&ED expenditures) then allocated 
to individual members (individuals, corporations, or 
trusts), but not necessary to all members. 

In order for work to meet the definition of Scientific 
Research and Experimental Development as defined 
by the Income Tax Act, it must first be a “systematic 
investigation or search that is carried out in a field 
of science or technology by means of experiment 
or analysis”. This means that a haphazard process 
without clear goals, testing parameters, or approach 
to evaluating success is unlikely to be eligible for tax 
incentives. Generally, as a first hurdle in determining 
eligibility, an R&D process should have the following 

steps, at a minimum.

1. Start with a clearly defined problem

2. Suggest a number of ideas (or hypotheses) to 
solve the problem

3. Systematically test these ideas using 
experimentation or analysis

4. Develop logical conclusions based on the 
results

PART 3: What Types of Work Qualify Under the Program?
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This approach then eventually results in an increase 
in the technology base of the business (e.g. a new 
production method, technical process or product 
that is based upon the knowledge obtained through 
the systematic investigation). Although, it should be 
pointed out that the results of R&D endeavours do 
not necessarily have to be successful in order to 
qualify under the SR&ED program. The process of 
researching new scientific avenues or developing 
new products and processes is inherently uncertain 
and much of the work undertaken does not lead to 
a technological advance. Nonetheless, the work 
may still qualify for SR&ED incentives provided that 
it meets other criteria. 

Types of Research and Development Work

There are three broad categories of R&D work that 
may be eligible for SR&ED incentives.

• Basic research – work undertaken for the 
advancement of scientific knowledge without 
a specific practical application in view (more 
commonly carried out at universities or research 
institutes)

• Applied research – work undertaken for the 
advancement of scientific knowledge with a 
specific practical application in view

• Experimental development – work undertaken 
to achieve technological advancement for the 
purpose of creating new, or improving existing, 
materials, devices, products or processes 
(including incremental improvements)

All three types of research are connected in the 
arc of scientific discovery and technological 
advancement. One example is the steps that 
occurred to provide us with transistors (i.e. the 
modern technology used for amplifiers most 
commonly seen in radios, stereo systems and 
many other electronic devices). The first step was 
researching elementary particles in the lab, where 
electrons were discovered by physicists (basic 
research). Further to this discovery, scientists and 
engineers began testing semiconductors and how 

electrons behaved in them with a view to creating a 
semiconductor amplifier, although no such product 
existed prior to this work (applied research). 
Once the ability to control the conductivity of 
semiconductors had been proven, work began on 
creating amplifiers using the principles that had 
been discovered, which in turn lead to the creation 
of new solid-state amplifiers for use in all sorts of 
speakers and home stereo products (experimental 
development). 

In practice, these steps are often accomplished 
by different research teams at different stages in 
the discovery process. Most companies are not 
working on the very frontier of scientific knowledge 
in an attempt to expand our understanding of the 
laws of nature. Rather, most companies engaged in 
R&D work are applying well understood scientific 
knowledge to practical problems in the real world 
in an effort to develop technologies for use in 
everyday life. Sometimes all that is required is some 
vision and a commitment to moving a particular 
idea forward in a systematic way. For this reason, 
experimental development is by far the most 
common type of R&D work. Most business owners 
considering filing an SR&ED claim will be looking 
at this type of work to see whether research and 
development expenditures qualify. 

Technological Uncertainty

When evaluating whether R&D work fits into the 
scope of experimental development, it is important 
to consider whether the work was undertaken for the 
purpose of achieving a scientific or technological 
advancement.  A new or improved product does 
not always mean that a technological advancement 
was achieved. 

So, how can one tell if there was a technological 
advancement? One key element is to assess 
whether there was technological uncertainty. 
Technological uncertainty means that when 
embarking on an R&D project, the researcher 
does not know whether a given research goal can 
be achieved or how to achieve it, and it cannot be 
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known on the basis of generally available scientific 
or technological knowledge or experience. In other 
words, it is uncertain whether the researcher’s 
goals can be achieved at all.

For example, if a manufacturer of hockey bags 
adds wheels to their bags to make them easier to 
transport, they may well have improved an existing 
product, but have likely not achieved a technological 
advancement. Wheels are readily understood and 
the benefits of their addition to the bottom of a 
hockey bag is not really uncertain. It is easy to see 
how adding wheels would mean that the bag could 
be pulled, rather than carried. In this case, unless 
some other type of technological uncertainty was 
overcome (e.g. in the manufacturing process or 
through conception of certain special design 
elements) it is unlikely that the hockey bag wheels 
would qualify for SR&ED tax incentives.

Technical Problem vs. Technological 
Uncertainty 

It is common for companies to encounter technical 
problems. Maybe their manufacturing process leads 
to frequent breakdowns of certain machinery. Upon 
further investigation, the company might discover 
the cause of the problem and use known tools and 
techniques to solve the problem. The fact that the 
cause of the issue was initially uncertain (before an 
investigation) does not mean that it represented 
a technological uncertainty. Technological 
uncertainty would have existed if the problem could 
not be resolved on the basis of generally available 
scientific or technological knowledge (i.e. the 
company had to systematically investigate and test 
new and previously unknown approaches to solving 
their manufacturing problem). So, it is important 
to determine whether there is real scientific or 
technological uncertainty to determine whether 
there is a basis for making an SR&ED claim.

Types of Work That Are Specifically Excluded

There are some types of research work that are 
specifically excluded from the SR&ED program, 

regardless of whether they meet other eligibility 
criteria, including:

• Market research or sales promotion;

• Quality control or routine testing of materials, 
devices, products or processes; 

• Research in the social sciences or the 
humanities;

• Prospecting, exploring or drilling for (or 
producing) minerals, petroleum or natural gas;

• Commercial production of a new or improved 
material, device or product or the commercial 
use of a new or improved process;

• Style changes; and

• Routine data collection.

Does the Work Qualify?

If we put the various elements we have discussed 
together we can determine whether there may be 
a basis for making an SR&ED claim. The work 
may well qualify for SR&ED tax incentives, if it was 
conducted: 

• On a systematic basis involving a search 
carried out in a field of science or technology 
by means of experiment or analysis; and

• It was undertaken with the purpose of achieving 
scientific or technological advancement; with

• Inherent scientific or technological uncertainty; 
and

• The nature of work was not specifically 
excluded from the SR&ED program.

Companies should also be able to demonstrate 
that they have access to the relevant technical 
resources and expertise to carry out the work for 
which they are making an SR&ED claim.
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PART 4: Calculating the SR&ED Investment Tax Credit

As discussed in PART 2, an ITC may be claimed 
on qualified SR&ED expenditures at a rate of either 
15% or 35% and it may be refundable or non-
refundable depending on the type of claimant and 
the amount of the expenditures subject to the claim.

Types of Expenditures That Qualify

For the work that is eligible under the SR&ED 
program as discussed in PART 3, the following 
types of expenditures can be claimed:

• Portion of salaries and wages for work directly 
engaged in SR&ED activities;

• Cost of materials used in SR&ED work;

• Contract expenditures for SR&ED performed 
on behalf of the claimant;

• Third party payments to corporations and 
approved entities for SR&ED; and

• SR&ED overhead and other expenditures.

Overhead and Other Expenditures

When calculating overhead and other expenditures, 
claimants have two options; the traditional method 
and the proxy method. With the traditional method, 

the claimant must keep track of all of their SR&ED 
related overhead and other expenditures that 
were incurred during the year and include this in 
their claim. In practice, this can be quite difficult, 
especially given that it can be tricky to assign 
overhead to specific activities. So instead many 
claimants use the proxy method, where a substitute 
amount is calculated for overhead and other 
expenditures using the Prescribed Proxy Amount 
(PPA). The PPA is 55% (for 2014 and subsequent 
years) of the salary base (i.e. portion of salaries and 
wages for work performed that is directly related 
to SR&ED activities). Note that the PPA is used to 
calculate the ITC only; amounts calculated using 
the PPA cannot be deducted when calculating 
income for tax purposes.

Once the SR&ED expenditures and overhead have 
been calculated (either by the traditional method or 
the proxy method), they are added up to provide the 
total qualified SR&ED expenditures for investment 
tax credit purposes.  To calculate the ITC (subject 
to adjustments), the total qualified expenditures 
amount is multiplied by the rate applicable to 
the claimant (e.g. 35% for CCPCs with SR&ED 
expenditures of $3 million or less in the tax year).

Tip!  It is essential to keep good records of the work being carried out in order for eligibility to be evaluated 
when making a claim. Prospective claimants should record each hypothesis, the results of systematic 
testing and any conclusions reached.

SR&ED VS Non-SR&ED - A Quick Comparison

SR&ED Non-SR&ED
Unknown Outcome with risk of technological failure Predictable outcome
Experimental Troubleshooting, trial and error
New concepts Known concepts
Creates new knowledge/abilities Assesses existing knowledge/abilities
Seeks new knowledge Uses existing knowledge
New knowledge is leverage-able Little or no new leverage-ability
Competitors would significantly benefit Competitors would not benefit
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PART 5: Filing an SR&ED Claim

To make an SR&ED claim, the claimant must file Form 
T661, in addition to their income tax return for the year. 
The claimant also needs to file one of two Investment 
Tax Credit forms; Form T2SCH31 (for corporations), 
or Form T2038(IND) for individuals, along with 
any applicable provincial schedules. The CRA has 
created guide T4088 with detailed instructions to help 
potential claimants complete Form T661.

Supporting Documentation

An SR&ED filing that lacks sufficient documentary 
evidence to support the claim will likely be 
disallowed. As such, it is important to keep good 
records of the work being carried out. Some 
examples of typical documents that are given as 
supporting evidence include:

• Project planning documents

• Documents on design of experiments

• Experimentation plans

• Design documents and technical drawings

• Project records, laboratory notebooks

• Design, system architecture and source code 
(for software development)

• Records of trial runs

• Project progress reports

• Minutes of project meetings

• Test protocols, data, results, analysis and 
conclusions

• Final project report or professional publication

• Photos and videos

• Prototypes and samples

• Contracts

• Records of resources allocated to the project, 
including time sheets and payroll records

• Purchase invoices and proof of payment

• Accounting records

There may be other pertinent information that 
could help the CRA process the claim. Anything 
that provides support for the work that was carried 
out and the process that was followed should 
be retained.  It is important to recognize that a 
significant number of SR&ED claims are reviewed 
by CRA, so a proactive approach to documentation 
is an important part of any successful SR&ED claim.

How the Claim is Processed

When the claim is filed, the tax centre will check 
it for completeness and will determine if it can 
be processed as filed. If it is determined that 
further review is needed, it will be forwarded to 
a coordinating tax service office. This process 
involves two types of review; first it will be reviewed 
by a research and technology advisor (RTA) who 
performs a technical review of the claim to determine 
whether it meets the definition of SR&ED. Second, 
it will be reviewed by a financial reviewer, who 
will check to make sure that the costs associated 
with the claimed work are allowable SR&ED 
expenditures. Once these reviews are complete, 
the claim is assessed, and a Notice of Assessment 
is sent to the claimant.

In an effort to reduce some of the uncertainty faced 
by businesses looking to file an SR&ED claim, 
the CRA has introduced a pre-claim consultation 
process. Based upon the information provided in 
the consultation, SR&ED reviewers will identify 
R&D work that qualifies as SR&ED in addition to 
providing advice and recommendations on how to 
prepare the claim. A pre-claim consultation must be 
requested no later than 4 months after the end of 
the tax year in which the R&D work was carried out. 
Industry specialists note that this process may carry 
potential benefits as well as drawbacks. It may be 
worth seeking specialist expertise before deciding 
whether to make an SR&ED claim or engage the 
CRA in a pre-claim consultation.   
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CONCLUSION

SR&ED incentives have been available in Canada for over 30 years.  The program was established to provide 
Canadian individuals and businesses with financial incentives directly related to their innovations and advancements.  
Many Canadian businesses may be eligible for SR&ED tax incentives to support them in their R&D activities. Given 
the potential to access significant investment tax credits if a claim is successful, taxpayers should consider whether 
they conduct any work that may qualify under the program.

Expediting a Claim

The CRA has provided specific guidance on how 
to help ensure an SR&ED claim is processed in a 
timely manner. It is recommended that an appropriate 
technical and a financial contact person is listed on 
Form T661 so that the CRA can easily make contact 
if they have further questions. It is also recommended 
that claimants respond promptly to CRA reviewers 
to help the claim progress without delay. Finally, as 
previously discussed, it is important to keep good 
technical and financial records on file and to store 
them in an accessible and organized manner.

On average it takes 108 days for the CRA to 
process an SR&ED claim. Although the CRA notes 
that, on average, only 70 of those days are within 
their control. As such, the remaining 38 days are 
the result of delays on the claimants’ end. 

Reporting Deadlines

The reporting deadline for an SR&ED claim is 12 

months after the claimant’s filing due date for the 
tax year. So, for example, if the company’s T2 is due 
on June 30, 2018, the SR&ED reporting deadline 
will be June 30, 2019. Note that the filing deadline 
for the investment tax credit forms T2SCH31 and 
T2038 (IND) is also 12 months after the filing due 
date for the tax year.

Since SR&ED claims will not be accepted after the 
filing deadline, there is no possibility of going back 
and filing claims for eligible R&D work completed 
in previous years. This is another good reason for 
taxpayers to carefully consider whether there might 
be a basis for a claim, since once the deadline has 
passed, the ITCs are lost. 

Tip! It is very important to file SR&ED claims 
before the deadline. The CRA is not lenient with 
taxpayers who make late filings and the claim will 
be rejected if it is filed after the deadline. Ideally the 
claim should be filed with the corporation’s income 
tax return so that if any information is missing, the 
claim will still be accepted, so long as the missing 
information is provided before the deadline. If 
the claim is filed near the deadline it is especially 
important to make sure that it is complete, as there 
may not be enough time for the CRA to respond 
with a request for more information.  

Tip! There are various tax consultancies that offer 
specialist advice on preparing an SR&ED claim 
and managing the claim through the CRA review 
process. For those uncertain where to begin, it 
may be worth considering whether to engage an 
expert with a good reputation in the field.


